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What is a Oral Nosode?

(Oral Immunization alternative to a Vaccine)

A nosode could be described as an "oral vaccine" in the sense that its purpose is to "immunize"
the body against a specific disease. It is prepared from the actual organism which is associated
with the disease in question, and may derive from filtrates containing only the exotoxins of the
bacteria, or from emulsions containing both bacteria and their toxins. These filtrates are then
potentised a million times to produce the energy only of the disease and this energy stimulates
the entire natural immune system.
A safe, effective defense system that will then react against a specific disease, so this becomes
an oral vaccine for humans as well as pets.

HOW TO CHANGE PILLS INTO LIQUID
If you received homeopathic pills, then you can turn the pills into liquid medication for
easier dosing. Put 1-2 pills or ¼ cup of filtered water and stir. Using a clean oral
syringe (syringe without the needle) draw up liquid and give a dose in gum of horse’s
mouth to dissolve in mucous membrane.
E.g 2 – 5ml squirt of liquid as long as liquid touches the inside of gum or mouth.
Or
alternatively put on pill in the syringe and fill with filtered water and success.
See page 2.
OTHER DOSAGE INFORMATION
i.

If putting several drops on head, you may need to wet the spot on head slightly,
pat the spot and reapply remedy.

ii.

If you have been supplied with a liquid, it will be in an alcohol base – DO NOT
GIVE ORALLY.
Only give orally liquid you have made yourself from the pills.

iii.

The pill(s) does not need to dissolve completely nor do they need to swallow it as
the homeopathic remedy is on the outside layer of the pill.
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1. Put 1 poppy pill (or a pinch of granules) into an
empty container (dosage bottle OR glass cup OR
empty syringe [without the needle]). Add to it some
filtered water into the container. Granules can be
identified as a grain of sand like pills.

2. Gently succuss (shake) the container against your
palm for 50 times. Use this liquid to medicate your
animal. It can be given by a short squirt orally into the
side of mouth or lip OR by dropping several drops onto
the body (usually on the back of the neck or the head).
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